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W%- #$211- 1M*12")1%#/?- 2.#/- R121- #2."%1,- #(- 4('.#1- .- /+L)1201,- *4.#E(2)- "%- (%1- (E- #$1- L./1-
'(2%12/- (E- .- #2".%0+4.2- .21%.- .L(H1- 1.'$- (E- R$"'$- R./- /+/*1%,1,- (%1- (E- #R(- ,"/#"%'#"H1-
4.%,).2A/6-W%-KM*12")1%#-:?-"#-R./-1/#.L4"/$1,-#$.#-#$1/1-4.%,).2A/-,"EE121,-"%-#$1"2-/.4"1%'1-L3-
#$1- ,"EE121%#".4- '(%#2(4- #$13- 0."%1,- (H12- L1$.H"(2- .E#12- L1"%0- #2."%1,- "%- '()*(+%,- R"#$-
01()1#2"'- '+1/6- W%- KM*12")1%#- 8?- "#- R./- /$(R%- #$.#- 4('.#"%0- #$1- *4.#E(2)- L1%1.#$- #$1- 41//-
/.4"1%#- 4.%,).2A- *(#1%#".#1,- 41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- 01()1#23- '()*.21,- R"#$- 2.#/- "%- .- '(%#2(4-
02(+*-E(2-R$"'$-4.%,).2A/-*2(H",1,-.)L"0+(+/-"%E(2).#"(%-.L(+#-#$1-4('.#"(%-(E-#$1-*4.#E(2)6-
U$1-*21/1%'1-(E- #$1-)(21- /.4"1%#- 4.%,).2A-.L(H1- #$1-*4.#E(2)- E(2-.%(#$12-02(+*-(E-.%").4/-
.**1.21,- #(- $.H1- %(- 1EE1'#- (%- 41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- 01()1#236- KM*12")1%#- ;- 1/#.L4"/$1,- #$.#-
#$1/1- 4.%,).2A- .%,- 01()1#23- '+1/- 1%#121,- "%#(- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- ,+2"%0-
'()*(+%,- #2."%"%06-!1- .20+1- #$.#- #$1/1-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- '.%- .''(+%#- E(2- #$1-
*(#1%#".#"(%-/11%-"%-KM*12")1%#-8?-./-R144-./-*21H"(+/-E."4+21/-#(-,1)(%/#2.#1-(H12/$.,(R"%0-

















'())(%43- *21,"'#- #$.#- 41.2%"%0- L./1,-(%-(%1-(E- #$1- '+1/-R"44- 21/#2"'#- 41.2%"%0- L./1,-(%- #$1-





1M*(/+21- 1EE1'#/?- 4.#1%#- "%$"L"#"(%?- .%,- '+1- '()*1#"#"(%- 1EE1'#/?- /+'$- ./- (H12/$.,(R"%0- .%,-
L4('A"%0?-$.H1-.44- L11%-,1)(%/#2.#1,- "%-1M*12")1%#/- "%-R$"'$-.%-.%").4-$./-%.H"0.#1- #(- #$1-
4('.#"(%-(E-.-$",,1%-0(.4-71606?-D"1[&Z$.)"[(?-Y#12"(?-Q->.'A"%#(/$?-:]ab_-F2.,(/?-X1,$1.,?-Q-
F1.2'1?-:]]]_-X(L12#/-Q-F1.2'1?-:]]]?-21H"1R-"%-Z$.)"[(?-899;<6-
54#$(+0$- #$121- .21- ,1)(%/#2.#"(%/- (E- '+1- '()*1#"#"(%- "%- /*.#".4- 41.2%"%0?- #$121- .21-
'"2'+)/#.%'1/- +%,12- R$"'$- E."4+21- #(- ,1)(%/#2.#1- '+1- '()*1#"#"(%- "/- '())(%6- U$1- L1/#&
,('+)1%#1,-1M.)*41-(E- /+'$-.-'./1- "/-R$1%-.%-.%").4-$./- #(- 41.2%- #$1- 4('.#"(%-(E-.-$",,1%-
0(.4- R"#$- 21E121%'1- #(- #$1- /$.*1- (E- #$1- 1%H"2(%)1%#6->.%3- /#+,"1/- $.H1- ,1)(%/#2.#1,- #$1-
.L"4"#3- (E- .- H.2"1#3- (E- .%").4/- #(- +/1- #$1- 01()1#2"'- *2(*12#"1/- (E- #$1- 1%H"2(%)1%#- E(2-
%.H"0.#"(%_-1M.)*41/-"%'4+,1-2.#/-71606?-Z$1%0?-:]ac<?-)"'1-71606?-P144"%"?-Y'$.'$%12?-Q->(2144"%"?-
899c<?- L"2,/- 71606?- d.44(2#"0.2.?- e.%E(24"%?- Q- F./#"?- :]]9<?- E"/$- 71606?- Y(H2.%(?- O"/.[[.?- Q-
d.44(2#"0.2.?-8998<?-)(%A13/-71606?-C(+#1+M?-U$"%+/&O4.%'?-Q-d.+'4."2?-899:<?-.%,-$+).%/-71606?-
I12)12-Q-Y*14A1?- :]]c_-X.#4"EE-Q-f1R'()L1?-899b<6-!$1%- '+1/- "%- .,,"#"(%- #(- #$1-01()1#23-
.4/(- "%,"'.#1- #$1- 0(.4g/- 4('.#"(%-R1-)"0$#- /+**(/1?- E2()- #$1- E(210("%0- ,"/'+//"(%- .L(+#- #$1-
.//('".#"H1-%.#+21-(E-/*.#".4-41.2%"%0?-#$.#-#$1/1-'+1/-R"44-21/#2"'#-#$1-.)(+%#-41.2%1,-.L(+#-#$1-
01()1#236- I(R1H12?- .- %+)L12- (E- /#+,"1/- +/"%0- .- H.2"1#3- (E- /*1'"1/- $.H1- E."41,- #(- *2(H",1- .-
'(%/"/#1%#- /1#-(E- 21/+4#/-R$1%- #$1- '+1/- #2."%1,- "%- '(%'12#-R"#$-01()1#2"'- '+1/-.21-(E- .-%(%&
01()1#2"'-%.#+216-f(%&01()1#2"'-'+1/-$.H1-L11%-*21H"(+/43-,1E"%1,-./-#$(/1-'+1/-#$.#-.21-%(#-
L./1,-(%-01()1#2"'- 214.#"(%/$"*/-L1#R11%- #$1-/$.*1-(E- #$1-1%H"2(%)1%#-.%,- #$1- 4('.#"(%-(E-
#$1-0(.4?-R"#$-1M.)*41/- "%'4+,"%0- E1.#+2.4- "%E(2).#"(%- E2()-/+2E.'1/?- /+'$-./-R.44- '(4(2?- .%,-
,"/'21#1- (LV1'#/- R"#$"%- #$1- 1%H"2(%)1%#6- SE#1%- #$121- R./- %(- 1H",1%'1- #$.#- .,,"#"(%.4- %(%&
01()1#2"'- '+1/- '(+4,- 21/#2"'#- 41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- 01()1#23- 7I.3R.2,?- >'C210(2?- C((,?- Q-





I(R1H12?- "%- /()1- /#+,"1/?-R$1%-L(#$- #$1- 01()1#23-(E- #$1- .21%.-.%,- #$1- '(4(2-(E- "#/-
R.44/- "%,"'.#1,- #$1- 4('.#"(%- (E- #$1- 0(.4?- 41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- #$1- 01()1#23- R./- ,"/2+*#1,- L3-
'(%'+221%#- 41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- #$1- R.44- '(4(2- 7Z(41?- C"L/(%?- F(44.'A?- Q- @.#1/?- 89::_- C2.3?-
O4(()E"14,?-P12213?-Y*1#'$?-Q-Y#+2,3?-899b_-F1.2'1?-C2.$.)?-C((,?-=(%1/?-Q->'C210(2?-899c<6-
>'C210(2-1#-.46-7899]<-/+001/#1,-#$.#-%(%&01()1#2"'-'+1/-(E-#$"/-#3*1-)"0$#-L1-"%#102.#1,-"%#(-
.- 21*21/1%#.#"(%- (E- 01()1#23- "%- .- R.3- %(#- *(//"L41- E(2- ,"/'21#1- 4.%,).2A/?- .4#$(+0$- #$13-
.20+1,-/+'$-.-*2(*(/.4-R(+4,-4.3-(*1%-#(-h+1/#"(%-#$1-H.4","#3-(E-.-*+2143-01()1#2"'-)(,+41-
E(2-/*.#".4-41.2%"%06->(21-21'1%#43?-$(R1H12?-/()1-/#+,"1/-$.H1-21H1.41,-1H",1%'1-(E-#$1-.L"4"#3-







#$1- *((4g/- /$.*1?- .- 4.%,).2A- R./- .4R.3/- /+/*1%,1,- (H12- #$1- *4.#E(2)?- L+#- %(#- (H12- #$1-
(**(/"#1-.'+#1-'(2%126-U$+/?-#$1-4.%,).2A-R./-.-)(21-H.4",-*21,"'#(2-(E-#$1-*4.#E(2)g/-4('.#"(%-
#$.%-#$1-01()1#236-5%(#$12-02(+*-R./- #2."%1,- "%-.-/")"4.2-R.3-L+#-R"#$- #$1-*4.#E(2)-.4R.3/-














.'+#1- '(2%126- U$121E(21?- #$1- 214.#"H1- /.4"1%'1- (E- #$1- 4.%,).2A- '+1/- "%- '()*(+%,- R"#$- #$1-
01()1#23-"/-.%-")*(2#.%#-E.'#(2-"%-,1#12)"%"%0-#$1-1M#1%#-#(-R$"'$-(H12/$.,(R"%0-(E-01()1#23-
'.%-(''+2?-"%-.,,"#"(%-#(-,"EE121%'1/-"%-#$1-214.#"H1-H.4","#"1/-(E-4.%,).2A/-.%,-01()1#236-
54#$(+0$-,"EE121%'1/- "%- 214.#"H1- H.4","#3- .%,- /.4"1%'1-).3-(EE12- .%-1M*4.%.#"(%- E(2- #$1-
E21h+1%#-4.'A-(E-(H12/$.,(R"%0-(2-L4('A"%0-(E-01()1#23-L3-4.%,).2A/?-#$1/1-,"EE121%'1-.21-41//-
.L41- #(- 1M*4."%- #$1- (L/12H.#"(%- #$.#- 41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1/- '.%- 1%$.%'1-
*12E(2).%'1-L./1,-(%-01()1#23-7Z(41-1#-.46?-89::_-C2.$.)?-C((,?->'C210(2?-Q-F1.2'1?-899c?-
I(2%1-Q-F1.2'1-89::_-F1.2'1-1#-.46-899c<6-U$"/- ")*2(H1)1%#- "%- 41.2%"%0-.L(+#-(%1-'+1-R$1%-
#2."%1,-"%-#$1-*21/1%'1-(E-.%(#$12-'+1-"/-A%(R%-./-*(#1%#".#"(%?-.%,-/+'$-.%-1EE1'#-'(%#2.,"'#/-
#$(/1- #$1(2"1/- (E- .//('".#"H1- 41.2%"%0- #$.#- +#"4"[1- .- 04(L.4- 122(2- #12)- #(- *21,"'#- #$.#- '+1/-





01()1#2"'- .%,- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1/?- #$1- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1- 1%#121,- %(#- (%43- "%#(- .- ,"21'#-
.//('".#"(%-R"#$-#$1-*4.#E(2)?-L+#-.4/(-"%#(-.%-.//('".#"(%-R"#$-#$1-01()1#2"'-'+1-R"#$-R$"'$-"#-
R./- *."21,6- !$1%- .%").4/- R121- #$1%- #1/#1,- "%- #$1- .L/1%'1- (E- #$1- *4.#E(2)- .%,- #$1- %(%&
01()1#2"'-'+1?-#$1-*21/1%'1-(E-#$1-01()1#2"'-'+1-.//('".#1,-R"#$-#$1-*4.#E(2)-/$(+4,-.'#"H.#1-
.-)1)(23- (E- #$1- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1-R"#$-R$"'$- "#-R./- *."21,- ,+2"%0- #2."%"%06- U$"/- 1H(A1/- .-
21*21/1%#.#"(%- (E- #$1- .//('".#"(%- L1#R11%- #$1- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1- .%,- #$1- *4.#E(2)?- R$"'$-
/$(+4,- 1%$.%'1- 21/*(%,"%0- #(- #$1- 01()1#2"'.443- '(221'#- 4('.#"(%6- WE- #$1- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-




"%- *12E(2).%'1- .EE(2,1,- #$2(+0$- #$1-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%6- Y+'$- .%- 1M*4.%.#"(%- '.%-
.''(+%#- E(2- #$1- 4.'A- (E- (H12/$.,(R"%0- (E- 01()1#23- L3- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1/- "%- .- H.2"1#3- (E-














I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1- 789::<- *2(*(/1,- #$.#- #$1- 1M#1%#- #(- R$"'$- #$1- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1- /$(+4,-





21/+4#"%0- "%- *(#1%#".#"(%- L1"%0- (L/12H1,6- 54#$(+0$- #$1"2- 21/+4#/- R121- '(%/"/#1%#- R"#$- .%-
1M*4.%.#"(%-L./1,-(%-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/?-I(2%1-.%,-F1.2'1- 789::<-,",-%(#-.//1//-
,"21'#43-#$1-1M#1%#-#(-R$"'$-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-R121-21/*(%/"L41-E(2-/+'$-.%-1EE1'#6--
U$1- *+2*(/1- (E- #$1- '+221%#- .2#"'41- "/- #(- ,1#12)"%1- R$1#$12- #$1- E21h+1%#43- (L/12H1,-
E."4+21-(E-,"/'21#1-4.%,).2A/-#(-(H12/$.,(R-41.2%"%0-L./1,-(%-01()1#23-"/-#$1-21/+4#-(E-R"#$"%&
'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- L1#R11%- #$1- 4.%,).2A- .%,- #$1- 01()1#236- !1- /(+0$#- #(- #1/#- #$1-
01%12.4"#3-(E-I(2%1-.%,-F1.2'1g/-789::<-.%.43/"/-(E-#$1-'"2'+)/#.%'1/-"%-R$"'$-(H12/$.,(R"%0-





+/"%0- .- /")"4.2- 4.%,).2A?- .%").4/- #2."%1,- R"#$- #$1- )(21- /.4"1%#- 4.%,).2A- /$(R1,- %1"#$12-




!$1%- #R(- '+1/- .21- #2."%1,- "%- '()*(+%,- #(- /"0%.4- .%- (+#'()1?- #$1- /#21%0#$- (E- #$1-
.//('".#"(%- E(2)1,- L1#R11%- 1.'$- '+1- .%,- #$1- (+#'()1- .E#12- .- 0"H1%- %+)L12- (E- #2".4/- "/-






.%- "/(/'141/- #2".%0+4.2&/$.*1,- .21%.?- R"#$- #$1- L./1- R.44- '21.#1,- L3- #$1- '+2H1,- R.44- (E- #$1-
'"2'+4.2-R.#12-).[16- U$1- 2.#/-R121-.,,"#"(%.443-*21/1%#1,-R"#$- #R(-,"EE121%#- 4.%,).2A/?- (%1-
*4.'1,- ,"21'#43- (H12- 1.'$- (E- #$1- #R(- L./1- '(2%12/- (E- #$1- #2".%0416- P(44(R"%0- #$"/- '()*(+%,-
#2."%"%0-.-/"%041-#1/#-#2".4-R./-0"H1%-"%-R$"'$-#$1-#R(-4.%,).2A/-R121-*21/1%#1,-"%-#$1-.L/1%'1-
(E- #$1- 01()1#2"'- '+1/- *2(H",1,- L3- #$1- .21%.6- 5%").4/- /$(+4,- ,"/'2")"%.#1- L1#R11%- #$1- #R(-





U$1-/+LV1'#/-R121- #1%-).41-J"/#12-I((,1,- 2.#/- 7<&00#2(%"$:-6.4#2<- /+**4"1,-L3-I.24.%-
S4.'-7O"'1/#12?-SME(2,/$"21?-K%04.%,<6-U$13-R121-.**2(M").#143-%"%1-R11A/-(4,-.#-#$1-/#.2#-(E-
#1/#"%0?-R121-#1/#1,-E(2-.-#(#.4-(E-/"M-R11A/?-.%,-R121-%(#-+/1,-"%-.%3-(#$12-/#+,3-L1E(21-#$1-
1M*12")1%#- L10.%6- U$1- .%").4/-R121- $(+/1,- "%- *."2/- "%- '.01/- "%-R$"'$- #$13- $.,- '(%#"%+(+/-









'+2#."%- R$"'$- *21H1%#1,- #$1- .%").4/- L1"%0- .L41- #(- +#"4"[1- .%3- H"/+.4- 1M#2.&).[1- '+1/6- U$"/-
'+2#."%- E144- 8b- ')- E2()- #$1- 2")- (E- #$1-R.#12-).[1- .%,- 1M#1%,1,- E2()- #$1- '1"4"%0- #(- 8b- ')-
L1%1.#$- #$1- #(*- (E- #$1-R.#12-).[16- Y+/*1%,1,- ,"21'#43- .L(H1- #$1- *((4?- .#- .- $1"0$#- (E- :-)-
.L(H1- #$1- #(*- (E- #$1- R.44/?- R./- .- R$"#1- '"2'+4.2- *(43+21#$.%1- /$11#?- 8- )- "%- ,".)1#126- U$"/-
.2#"E"'".4- '1"4"%0- '(%#."%1,- 1"0$#- ^b- !- /*(#4"0$#/- 71.'$- 886b- ')- "%- ,".)1#12<- .22.%01,- "%- .-
'"2'+4.2- .22.3- R"#$- .- ,".)1#12- (E- :- )?- '1%#121,- R"#$"%- #$1- '"2'+4.2- .2#"E"'".4- '1"4"%06- U$1/1-
/*(#4"0$#/- "44+)"%.#1,-#$1-*((4- #$2(+0$(+#- #$1-1M*12")1%#6-5-;9-')-,".)1#12-'"2'+4.2-$(41- "%-






!<?-(%1-.##.'$1,-#(-1.'$-(E-#$1- 4(%0-R.44/-(E- #$1-1M*12")1%#.4-2(()6-U$1/1-/#2"*- 4"0$#/-R121-
:b9-')-4(%0-.%,-.EE"M1,-ca-')-$(2"[(%#.443-.L(H1?-.%,-*.2.4414-#(?-#$1-E4((26-
U(-'21.#1-.- #2".%0+4.2&/$.*1,-.21%.-R"#$"%- #$1-'"2'+4.2-R.#12-).[1?- #R(-*(43+21#$.%1-
L(.2,/?- :a9- ')- "%- 41%0#$?- b]- ')- $"0$- .%,- 96b- ')- #$"'A?-R121- .##.'$1,- #(- /h+.21- 41%0#$/- (E-
.4+)"%"+)-#+L"%0-7:68-')-/h+.21-'2(//&/1'#"(%<?-R$"'$-1M#1%,1,-:9-')-E+2#$12-#$.%-1"#$12-1%,-





#$1- 4.%,).2A- #1/#- .#- #$1- 1%,- (E- #2."%"%0- #$121-R121- %(- *(43+21#$.%1-R.44/- *21/1%#- .%,- #$1-















,1*#$- (E- 8- ')- L14(R- #$1- /+2E.'1- (E- #$1- R.#126- U$1- /+2E.'1- (E- #$"/- *4.#E(2)- '(%/"/#1,- (E-
'(%'1%#2"'- '"2'+4.2- 02((H1/- #(- "%'21./1- #2.'#"(%6-UR(- 4.%,).2A/-R121-+/1,- "%- #$"/- /#+,36-S%1-
R./- .- ,1%/1- /*(%01- L.44?- ]6b- ')- "%- ,".)1#12?- *."%#1,-).##1- L4.'A6- U$1- (#$12- R./- .- $(44(R-






86b- ')- R",1?- R"#$- .- :- ')- 0.*- /1*.2.#"%0- #$1)6- O(#$- #$1- L.44- .%,- *2"/)- 4.%,).2A/- R121-
/+/*1%,1,-/+'$- #$.#- #$1-'1%#12-(E-1.'$-R./-;9-')-.L(H1- #$1-/+2E.'1-(E- #$1-R.#126-U$"/-R./-




#2."%"%0- '(%,"#"(%?- #$1- *4.#E(2)- R./- *4.'1,- ,"21'#43- +%,12%1.#$- (%1?- (2- (#$12?- (E- #$1-




02(+*/- L./1,- (%- #$1- 4.%,).2A- L1%1.#$- R$"'$- #$1- *4.#E(2)- R./- 4('.#1,- ,+2"%0- '()*(+%,-
#2."%"%06-I.4E-(E- #$1-.%").4/-.4R.3/- E(+%,-#$1-*4.#E(2)-+%,12%1.#$- #$1-L.44- 4.%,).2A- 7C2(+*-
O.44<?-R"#$-#$1-(#$12-$.4E- 4('.#"%0- "#-+%,12%1.#$-#$1-*2"/)-4.%,).2A-7C2(+*-F2"/)<6- W#-R./-%(#-






4.%,).2A- R./- .4R.3/- *21/1%#- "%- #$1- L./1- '(2%12- #$.#- ,",- %(#- '(%#."%- #$1- *4.#E(2)- ,+2"%0-
#2."%"%06- U$1- *4.#E(2)- '(+4,- L1- 4('.#1,- +/"%0- #$1- ,"/#"%'#- /$.*1- (E- #$1- .21%.?- .%,- .4/(- L3-
,"/'2")"%.#"%0-L1#R11%-#$1-4.%,).2A/6--




R.446-U$1-2.#-/R.)-+%#"4- "#- 4('.#1,-#$1-*4.#E(2)?-.E#12-R$"'$- "#-R./-.44(R1,-#(-21)."%-(%-#$1-
*4.#E(2)-E(2-89-/-+%#"4-"#-R./-21)(H1,-E2()-#$1-*((4-L3-#$1-1M*12")1%#12?-,2"1,?-.%,-21#+2%1,-
#(-#$1-'.223"%0-L(M-E(2-.%-"%#12&#2".4-"%#12H.4-(E-.**2(M").#143-b-)"%+#1/6-WE-.%-.%").4-E."41,-#(-
4('.#1- #$1- *4.#E(2)- R"#$"%- c9- /- "#- R./- 0+",1,- #$121- L3- #$1- 1M*12")1%#126- f(- #2."%"%0- R./-
21h+"21,-E(2-#$1-2.#-#(-E(44(R-#$1-1M*12")1%#12g/-$.%,6-5%").4/-21'1"H1,-E(+2-#2".4/-*12-/1//"(%?-
(H12-#$1-'(+2/1-(E-:a-/1//"(%/?-R"#$-.-/"%041-/1//"(%-*12-,.36-U$2(+0$(+#-#2."%"%0?-#$1-'+2#."%/-
R121-,2.R%-.2(+%,- #$1-*((4- /+'$- #$.#- #$1-.%").4/-R121-+%.L41- #(-+/1-.%3-'+1/-L13(%,- #$1-
'+2#."%-#(-4('.#1-#$1-*4.#E(2)6-X141./1-*("%#/-R121-'(+%#12L.4.%'1,-/+'$-#$.#-E(2-#$1-E(+2-#2".4/-
(E-.- /1//"(%?-1.'$- 2141./1-*("%#- 7(%1- E2()-1.'$-R.44?- #$211- "%- #(#.4<-R./-+/1,-(%'1?-R"#$- #$1-
E"%.4- 2141./1- *("%#- L1"%0- '$(/1%- 2.%,()43- E2()- #$1- #$211- (*#"(%/?- R"#$- #$1- /#"*+4.#"(%- #$.#-
.'2(//-#$211-/1//"(%/-1.'$-2141./1-*("%#-R./-+/1,-.%-1h+.4-%+)L12-(E-#")1/6-U$1-(2"1%#.#"(%-(E-
#$1- .21%.-R./- H.2"1,- L1#R11%- #2".4/?-R"#$- 1.'$-(E- #$1- E(+2- *(//"L"4"#"1/- 7"616?- #$1- .*1M- (E- #$1-
.21%.-*("%#"%0-#(R.2,/-1.'$-'.2,"%.4-'()*.//-*("%#<-+/1,-"%-1.'$-/1//"(%?-"%-.-*/1+,(2.%,()-
(2,126- S%- /1//"(%- :]?- #$1- .%").4/- R121- 0"H1%- .- /"%041- 4.%,).2A- 1M#"%'#"(%- #2".4- "%- #$1- (*1%-
'"2'+4.2- *((4?- R"#$- L(#$- 4.%,).2A/- *21/1%#?- L+#- R"#$- %(- *4.#E(2)- *21/1%#6- P(2- $.4E- (E- #$1-
.%").4/?-#$1-*2"/)-4.%,).2A-R./-"%-#$1-%(2#$&1./#-h+.,2.%#-(E-#$1-*((4-.%,-#$1-L.44-R./-"%-#$1-




R"#$- #$1- (#$12- #R(- .%").4/- E"%,"%0- #$1- '(221'#- 4.%,).2A- "%- #$1- /(+#$&R1/#6- 5%").4/- R121-
2141./1,-E2()-#$1-'1%#12-(E-#$1-*((4?-1h+","/#.%#-E2()-#$1-#R(-$.%0"%0-4.%,).2A/?-E.'"%0-"%-.-
/(+#$&1./#1243- ,"21'#"(%6- U$1- #")1- 1.'$- .%").4- /*1%#- /1.2'$"%0- E(2- #$1- *4.#E(2)- +%,12%1.#$-




U$1- #")1- #.A1%- #(- 4('.#1- #$1- *4.#E(2)-,+2"%0- #2."%"%0- ,"EE121,- 4"##41- L1#R11%- #$1- #R(-
02(+*/- 7P"0+21-8<6-5- 21*1.#1,-)1./+21/-5%.43/"/-(E-d.2".%'1- 75fSd5<-(E- Y1//"(%- M- J.%,).2A-














,+2"%0- #2."%"%0- E(2- C2(+*- O.44- '()*.21,-R"#$- C2(+*- F2"/)6- 5- 21*1.#1,-)1./+21/- 5fSd5- (E-
e(%1- 74.%,).2A- "%,"'.#"%0- #$1- *4.#E(2)g/- *21/1%'1- ,+2"%0- #2."%"%0?- (2- #$1- (#$12- 4.%,).2A<- M-
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(L/12H.#"(%- L3- 21H1.4"%0- .%- "%#12.'#"(%- L1#R11%- #$1/1-)."%- 1EE1'#/?- =7:?- a<- m- b6c?- ,- m- 69^c6-
5%.43/"/-(E-/")*41-)."%-1EE1'#/-/$(R1,-#$.#-L(#$-02(+*/-,"/'2")"%.#1,-L1#R11%-#$1-'(221'#-.%,-
"%'(221'#-[(%1/?-=/7:?-a<-o-]6^?-,/-n-6986-I(R1H12?-C2(+*-O.44-/*1%#-/"0%"E"'.%#43-)(21-#")1-"%-#$1-















L(#$- .21- #2."%1,- "%- '()*(+%,- R"#$- 1h+"H.41%#- 01()1#23- '+1/6- W#- "/- ,"EE"'+4#- #(- ",1%#"E3- #$1-
21./(%-E(2- #$1-,"EE121%'1- "%-/.4"1%'1-L1#R11%-#$1- 4.%,).2A/?-.4#$(+0$-(%1-*(//"L41-21./(%- "/-
#$.#- #$1-/")"4.2"#3-L1#R11%- #$1- E1.#+21/-(E- #$1-*2"/)-.%,- #$(/1-(E- #$1- 21/#-(E- #$1-.**.2.#+/?-
/+'$- ./- #$1-R.44/- (E- #$1- .21%.- .%,- #$1- /+22(+%,"%0- '+2#."%/?-R./- 021.#12- #$.%- #$1- /")"4.2"#3-






































I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1- 789::<- .##1)*#1,- #(- 1M.)"%1- #$1- '"2'+)/#.%'1/- +%,12-R$"'$- %(%&
01()1#2"'- *.%14/- .##.'$1,- #(- #$1-R.44/- (E- .- 21'#.%0+4.2- .21%.- *(#1%#".#1,- (2- (H12/$.,(R1,-
01()1#236-U$13- E(+%,- #$.#-%(%&01()1#2"'-'+1/-(E- 214.#"H143- 4(R-/.4"1%'1-1%$.%'1,-01()1#23-
41.2%"%0?-R$121./-#$(/1-(E-$"0$-/.4"1%'1-21/#2"'#1,-#$1-.)(+%#-41.2%1,-.L(+#-01()1#236-I(2%1-
.%,-F1.2'1- 789::<-.**1.41,- #(- #$1"2-*21H"(+/-,1)(%/#2.#"(%- 7I(2%1-Q-F1.2'1?-899]L<-(E- #$1-
*21/1%'1-(E-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-L1#R11%-#$1-'(4(2/-(E-#$1-R.44/-%1.2-#$1-4('.#"(%-(E-
.- /+L)1201,- *4.#E(2)- .%,- #$1- 01()1#23- (E- #$1- .21%.- #(- 1M*4."%- #$1"2- *(#1%#".#"(%- 21/+4#/?-
.4#$(+0$- #$1- %.#+21- (E- L(#$- #$1- 01()1#2"'- .%,- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1/- ,"EE121,- L1#R11%- #$1"2-
/#+,"1/6-
- W%-(2,12-#(-*2(H",1-/#2(%0-1H",1%'1-E(2-#$1-2(41-(E-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-"%-L(#$-
E."4+21- #(- (L/12H1- (H12/$.,(R"%0?- .%,- *(#1%#".#"(%?- (E- 01()1#23- L3- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1/?- "#-
%11,/- #(- L1- ,1)(%/#2.#1,- #$.#- #$1/1- '+1- '()*1#"#"(%- 1EE1'#/- .%,- #$1- *21/1%'1- (E- R"#$"%&
'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- (''+2- +%,12- #$1- /.)1- '"2'+)/#.%'1/6- U$121E(21?- "%- KM*12")1%#- 8-R1-
/(+0$#- #(- 1M.)"%1- $(R- #$1- ,"EE121%#43- /.4"1%#- 4.%,).2A/- E2()- KM*12")1%#- :- R(+4,- .EE1'#-
41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- 01()1#236- C"H1%- #$.#- .- %+)L12- (E- *21H"(+/- E."4+21/- #(- ,1)(%/#2.#1-
(H12/$.,(R"%0-(E-01()1#23-$.H1-"%H(4H1,-.-#2".%0+4.2-*((4?-#$1/1-/.)1-01()1#2"'-'+1/-R121-
+/1,- "%- KM*12")1%#- 86-!1- #2."%1,- 2.#/- #(- 4('.#1- .- *4.#E(2)- $",,1%- "%- (%1- (E- #$1- #R(- L./1-
'(2%12/-(E-#$1-.21%.6-W%-.,,"#"(%?-E(2-$.4E-(E-#$1-.%").4/-"%-#$1-1M*12")1%#.4-'(%,"#"(%-#$1-L.44-




(%1-(E- #$1- #R(-L./1- '(2%12/- E(2- #$1/1- '(%#2(4- 02(+*/?- L+#- #$1- #R(- 4.%,).2A/- (H12- #$1- L./1-





4.%,).2A/-*2(H",1,-.)L"0+(+/- "%E(2).#"(%6-U$1- "%'4+/"(%-(E- #$1/1-.)L"0+(+/- 4.%,).2A-'+1/-
E(2- #$1- '(%#2(4- 02(+*/- .44(R/- +/- #(- '(%#2(4- E(2- 01%12.4"/.#"(%- ,1'21)1%#6- W%- #$"/- 210.2,?- .%3-
,"EE121%'1/-L1#R11%-#$1-'(%#2(4-.%,-1M*12")1%#.4-02(+*/-'(+4,-%(#-L1-1M*4."%1,-L3-.-021.#12-
,"EE121%'1- L1#R11%- #2."%"%0- .%,- #1/#"%0- '(%,"#"(%/- E(2- (%1- 02(+*- (H12- #$1- (#$12?- L1'.+/1-
4.%,).2A/-R121-21)(H1,-E(2-.44-.%").4/6-
- Y#.%,.2,- )(,14/- (E- .//('".#"H1- 41.2%"%0- R(+4,- *21,"'#- #$.#- #$1- *21/1%'1- (E- #$1-
,"/'2")"%.L41- 4.%,).2A- '+1/- E(2- #$1- 1M*12")1%#.4- 02(+*/- /$(+4,- 21/#2"'#- #$1- .)(+%#- 41.2%1,-




#1/#- #2".4?- "%-R$"'$- #$1-%(%&01()1#2"'- "%E(2).#"(%- "/- 21)(H1,?- #$.%- #$1-1M*12")1%#.4-02(+*/6-
I(R1H12?- 0"H1%-*21H"(+/- E."4+21/- #(-(L/12H1-(H12/$.,(R"%0-R"#$- /")"4.2- 01()1#2"'- '+1/?- .%,-
#$1- ,1)(%/#2.#"(%- L3- I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1- 789::<- #$.#- #$1- /.4"1%'1- (E- #$1- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1-
.4#12/- #$1- 1M#1%#- (E- (H12/$.,(R"%0?- "#- "/- ,"EE"'+4#- #(-).A1- .- *21,"'#"(%- (%- #$1- ,10211- (E- '+1-
'()*1#"#"(%- R1- /$(+4,- (L/12H1- $1216- S%1- #$"%0- R1- '.%- 1M*1'#- "/- #$.#- (+2- 4(R12- /.4"1%'1-
4.%,).2A-/$(+4,-(H12/$.,(R-01()1#23-#(-.-41//12-1M#1%#-#$.%-#$1-$"0$12-/.4"1%'1-4.%,).2A6-W%-





UR1%#3- 1M*12")1%#.443- %.pH1- ).41- J"/#12- I((,1,- 2.#/- E2()- #$1- /.)1- /#('A- ./- "%-
KM*12")1%#-:-R121-+/1,-"%-#$"/-/#+,36-U$13-R121-,"H",1,-2.%,()43- "%-#(-E(+2-1h+.4-02(+*/-.#-
#$1- L10"%%"%0- (E- #$1- 1M*12")1%#6- S#$12- ,1#."4/- R121- #$1- /.)1- ./- E(2- KM*12")1%#- :6- U$1-
.**.2.#+/- R./- #$1- /.)1- ./- "%- KM*12")1%#- :- R"#$- #$1- 1M'1*#"(%- #$.#- .%").4/- "%- #$1- '(%#2(4-
02(+*/-21'1"H1,-#2."%"%0-R"#$-#R(- ",1%#"'.4- 4.%,).2A/-(H12- #$1-L./1-'(2%12/-(E- #$1-#2".%0+4.2-
















C2(+*/-O.44&'()*(+%,-.%,-F2"/)&'()*(+%,- 21'1"H1,- ",1%#"'.4- #2."%"%0- #(- #$1-O.44- .%,-F2"/)-
02(+*/- E2()- KM*12")1%#- :6- U$1- (#$12- #R(- 02(+*/- (E- .%").4/?- O.44&'(%#2(4- .%,- F2"/)&'(%#2(4?-




41.2%1,-.L(+#- #$1-/"0%"E"'.%'1-(E- #$1-01()1#2"'-'+1/- E(2- 4('.#"%0-#$1-*4.#E(2)?-L+#- #$1"2-,.#.-
.21-*21/1%#1,-/1*.2.#143-E(2-'4.2"#36-S#$12-,1#."4/-.21-./-,1/'2"L1,-E(2-KM*12")1%#-:6-
P(44(R"%0- :a- /1//"(%/- (E- #2."%"%0?- .44- .%").4/- +%,12R1%#- .- /"%041- 01()1#23- 1M#"%'#"(%-
#2".46-U$"/-#((A-*4.'1-"%-#$1-/.)1-#2".%0+4.2-.21%.-./-,+2"%0-#2."%"%0?-R"#$-#$1-.*1M-E.'"%0-/(+#$6-
U$121- R121- %(- *4.#E(2)/- (2- 4.%,).2A/- *21/1%#- ,+2"%0- #$"/- 1M#"%'#"(%- #2".4- .%,?- ./- ,+2"%0-
#2."%"%0?-#$1-'+2#."%/-R121-,2.R%-.2(+%,-#$1-*((46-K.'$-.%").4-R./-*4.'1,-"%-#$1-'1%#12-(E-#$1-
R.#12-).[1?- E.'"%0- /(+#$?- .%,-R121- .44(R1,- c9- /- #(- /1.2'$- #$1- .21%.6- U$1- .%").4-R./- #$1%-
21)(H1,- E2()- #$1- %(2#$- (E- #$1- *((4?- ,2"1,?- .%,- 21#+2%1,- #(- "#/- '.223"%0- L(M6- U$1- #")1- 1.'$-








































J.#1%'3- #(- E"%,- #$1- 1/'.*1- *4.#E(2)- R./- 21'(2,1,- E(2- 1.'$- #2."%"%0- #2".46- U$1- )1.%-
















E(2- #$1- O.44&'()*(+%,- 02(+*?- %1"#$12- R./- #$121- 1H",1%'1- #$.#- #$1- L.44- $.,- (H12/$.,(R1,-
41.2%"%0-.L(+#-01()1#23- E(2- #$"/- 02(+*?-R$1%-'()*.2"%0- "#/-*12E(2).%'1-.0."%/#- #$.#-(E- #$1-
O.44&'(%#2(4-02(+*6-U$1/1-(L/12H.#"(%/-R121-'(%E"2)1,-L3-#$1-21/+4#/-(E-.-21*1.#1,-)1./+21/-
Z(%,"#"(%- M- J.%,).2A- M- e(%1-5fSd5-R$"'$- 21H1.41,- .- #$211&R.3- "%#12.'#"(%-L1#R11%- #$1/1-
)."%- 1EE1'#/?-=7:?- :c<- m- :96]8?-,- m- 699^6-5%.43/"/- (E- /")*41-)."%- 1EE1'#/- /$(R1,- #$.#- .44- E(+2-
02(+*/-/*1%#- /"0%"E"'.%#43-)(21- #")1- "%- #$1-'(221'#- [(%1- #$.%- "%- #$1- "%'(221'#- [(%1- 7,/n- 69:<6-
U$13-.4/(-/$(R1,-#$.#-02(+*-F2"/)&'()*(+%,-/*1%#-/"0%"E"'.%#43-)(21-#")1-"%-#$1-'(221'#-[(%1-



































/.4"1%'16- U$1- 21/+4#/- .21- "%- 4"%1- R"#$- #$(/1- (E- I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1- 789::<?- R$(- .4/(- /$(R1,-
*(#1%#".#"(%-(E-01()1#23- 41.2%"%0-L3-#$1"2- 41./#-/.4"1%#- 4.%,).2A6- W#-).3-$.H1-L11%-1M*1'#1,-
#$.#- #2."%"%0- 01()1#23- "%- '()*(+%,- R"#$- #$1- $"0$12- /.4"1%'1- L.44- 4.%,).2A- R(+4,- 21/+4#- "%-
(H12/$.,(R"%0- (E- 01()1#23- 41.2%"%0?- L./1,- (%- I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1g/- 789::<- /")"4.2- ,1/"0%6-
I(R1H12?- #$1"2- .%.43/"/- (E- #$1- '.+/1/- (E- *(#1%#".#"(%- .%,- (H12/$.,(R"%0?- ./- #$1- 21/+4#- (E-
R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- '(+%#12.'#"%0- ,"EE121%#- 41H14/- (E- (H12/$.,(R"%0?- *2(H",1/- .-
/+"#.L41- 1M*4.%.#"(%- E(2- /+'$- .%- .**.21%#- 4.'A- (E- (H12/$.,(R"%06- O1E(21- .''1*#"%0- /+'$- .%-
1M*4.%.#"(%?- $(R1H12?- (%1- (#$12- '.+/1- (E- #$1- 1%$.%'1)1%#- (E- 01()1#23- 41.2%"%0- (L/12H1,-
/$(+4,- L1- 2+41,- (+#6- 54#$(+0$- (+2- 21/+4#/- .21- ,"EE"'+4#- #(- 1M*4."%- L3- .**1.4"%0- #(- #2.,"#"(%.4-
.//('".#"H1-)(,14/?-R1-).3- %(#- $.H1- #(- .''1*#- #$.#- #$1- /+*12"(2- *12E(2).%'1- (E- #$1- F2"/)&
'()*(+%,-.%").4/-R./-#$1-21/+4#-(E-*(#1%#".#"(%-./-.20+1,-L3-I(2%1-.%,-F1.2'1-789::<6-P2()-
1M.)"%.#"(%-(E-#$1-#2."%"%0-21/+4#/-"#-"/-.**.21%#-#$.#-#$1-'()*(+%,&#2."%1,-02(+*/-4('.#1,-#$1-
*4.#E(2)- )(21- 2.*",43- #$.%- #$1- '(%#2(4- 02(+*/6- WE- #")1- #.A1%- #(- 4('.#1- #$1- *4.#E(2)- "/- .%-




'(%#2(4- 02(+*/?- .%,- ./- E./#- ./- 1.'$- (#$12?- (%43- #$1- F2"/)&'()*(+%,- 02(+*- /$(R1,- .%3-
1H",1%'1-#$.#-01()1#23-41.2%"%0-R./-1%$.%'1,6-
U$121E(21?- #$1- 21/+4#/- (E- KM*12")1%#- 8- .21- '(%/"/#1%#-R"#$-I(2%1- .%,-F1.2'1g/- 789::<-
,1)(%/#2.#"(%-(E-#$1-'"2'+)/#.%'1/-"%-R$"'$-*(#1%#".#"(%-(E-01()1#23-(''+2/?-.%,-.4/(-*2(H",1-
#$1- E"2/#-'41.2-,1)(%/#2.#"(%-(E-*(#1%#".#"(%-(E-01()1#23- 41.2%"%0-L3-,"/'21#1- 4.%,).2A/6-!1-
'.%-.**43-#$"/-/.)1-.%.43/"/-#(-1M*4."%-$(R-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-L1#R11%-#$1-)(21-
/.4"1%#-L.44- 4.%,).2A-.%,-01()1#23-R121-.L41-#(-'(+%#12.'#-.%3-(H12/$.,(R"%0-(E-01()1#236-
54#$(+0$- I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1g/- 789::<- 21/+4#/- .21- '(%/"/#1%#- R"#$- #$1- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-
.//('".#"(%- "%#12*21#.#"(%- #$13- *2(H",1,?- #$13- ,",- %(#- )1./+21- #$1- *21/1%'1- (E- #$1- R"#$"%&
'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-L1#R11%-#$1"2-*.%14-'+1/-.%,-#$1-01()1#23-(E-#$1"2-.21%.6-5''(2,"%043?-




- W%- (2,12- #(- ,1#12)"%1-R$1#$12-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- .21- .- *2('1//- L3-R$"'$-
*(#1%#".#"(%-.%,-.L/1%'1-(E-(H12/$.,(R"%0-).3-(''+2-"%-/*.#".4-41.2%"%0?-"#-"/-E"2/#-%1'1//.23-#(-






'+1/- #$.#- 21/+4#1,- "%- #$1-*(#1%#".#"(%-(L/12H1,- "%-KM*12")1%#-86- W#- "/- ")*(2#.%#- #(-%(#1-$121-
#$.#- .4#$(+0$- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- $.H1- L11%- ")*4"'.#1,- "%- #$1- *21/1%'1- (E-
*(#1%#".#"(%?-.%,-.L/1%'1-(E-(H12/$.,(R"%0?-#$13-$.H1-%1H12-L11%-/$(R%-#(-1M"/#-L1#R11%-#$1-
'+1/-)(/#- '())(%43- +/1,-R$1%-(L/12H"%0- #$1/1- 1EE1'#/?- #$.#- "/- /*.#".443- /1*.2.#1- 01()1#23-
.%,-4.%,).2A-'+1/6-
I(2%1-.%,-F1.2'1- 7899]L<-'(%,+'#1,-.%-1M*12")1%#- #$.#- "%-*.2#-(R1,- "#/-,1/"0%- #(-.-
/")"4.2- /#+,3- L3- D+24.'$- .%,- X1/'(24.- 7:]a9<?- "%- R$"'$- 2.#/- +%,12R1%#- E4.H(2&(,(2- .H12/"(%-
'(%,"#"(%"%06- D+24.'$- .%,- X1/'(24.- (L/12H1,- #$.#- 41.2%"%0- #$1- 214.#"(%/$"*- L1#R11%- #$1-
*21/1%#.#"(%-(E-.%-(,(2-.%,-4"#$"+)-'$4(2",1&"%,+'1,-"44%1//-R./-1%$.%'1,-L3-#$1-/")+4#.%1(+/-
*21/1%#.#"(%- (E- .- /.4"1%#- E4.H(2?- .%,- /+**(/1,- #$.#- #$"/- 1EE1'#- R./- #$1- 21/+4#- (E- .- R"#$"%&
'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%- L1#R11%- #$1- E4.H(2- .%,- #$1- (,(26- W%- #$1- .L/1%'1- (E- #$1- E4.H(2- 2.#/-
41.2%1,- 4"##41- .L(+#- #$1- (,(26- U(- ,1)(%/#2.#1- #$1- *21/1%'1- (E- #$1- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-
.//('".#"(%/?- E(44(R"%0- '()*(+%,- '(%,"#"(%"%0- R"#$- #$1- (,(2- .%,- E4.H(2?- #$13- ,1H.4+1,- (%1-
141)1%#- (E- #$1- '()*(+%,?- #$1- E4.H(2?- L3- 21*1.#1,43- *21/1%#"%0- "#- "%- 1M#"%'#"(%6- Y+L/1h+1%#-
#1/#"%0-R"#$-#$1-(,(2-.4(%1-,1)(%/#2.#1,-.-21,+'1,-.H12/"(%-#(-#$1-(,(2-#$.%-#$1-/.)1-02(+*-
(E- .%").4/- /$(R1,- #(-.-,"EE121%#-(,(2- #$.#-$.,-*21H"(+/43-L11%-*."21,-R"#$-.- E4.H(2?-L+#- E(2-
R$"'$- #$1- E4.H(2- $.,- %(#- +%,120(%1- 1M#"%'#"(%6- Y")"4.243?- I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1- 7899]L<- /$(R1,-





'(%#."%1,- #$1- *4.#E(2)-,+2"%0- #2."%"%06- U$1- 1M*4.%.#"(%- E(2- L(#$-D+24.'$- .%,-X1/'(24.g/- .%,-
I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1g/- 21/+4#/- R./- #$.#- "%- #$1- E"%.4- #1/#?- 1M*12"1%'"%0- #$1- '+1- R"#$- R$"'$- #$1-
21H.4+1,-'+1-R./-*."21,-,+2"%0-'()*(+%,-#2."%"%0-.'#"H.#1,-#$1-)1)(23-E(2-#$1-21H.4+1,-'+1-
H".- #$1- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%6- U$"/- )1)(23- E."41,- #(- 1H(A1- .- '(%,"#"(%1,- 21/*(%/1?-
$(R1H12?-L1'.+/1- #$1- 21H.4+.#"(%- 21/+4#1,- "%- #$1-1M#"%'#"(%-(E- 21/*(%/1- #(- #$1- 21H.4+1,-'+16-
5%3-21)."%"%0-21/*(%/1-R./-#$1-21/+4#-(E-.-,"21'#-.//('".#"(%-L1#R11%-#$1-(,(2-.%,-"44%1//-"%-
D+24.'$- .%,- X1/'(24.g/- './1?- .%,- L1#R11%- #$1- 01()1#23- .%,- #$1- *4.#E(2)- "%- I(2%1- .%,-
F1.2'1g/6--
U$1- *+2*(/1- (E- KM*12")1%#- ;-R./- #(- ,1#12)"%1-R$1#$12- #$1- /.)1- 21H.4+.#"(%- 1EE1'#-
'(+4,- L1- (L/12H1,- (%- #$1- 2.#/g- 21/*(%/1- #(- 01()1#2"'- '+1/?- $.H"%0- *21H"(+/43- 1M*12"1%'1,-
01()1#2"'-'+1/-"%-'()*(+%,-R"#$-4.%,).2A-'+1/6-Y$(+4,-#$1-(L/12H.#"(%/-).,1-"%-KM*12")1%#-




*21/1%#- E(2- .44- .%").4/?- 210.2,41//- (E- #$1- 4.%,).2A-L1%1.#$-R$"'$- #$1-*4.#E(2)-R./- 4('.#1,6-
Y+'$-.-21/+4#-R(+4,-*2(H",1-.%-1M*4.%.#"(%-L(#$-E(2-#$1-*(#1%#".#"(%-(E-01()1#23-L3-#$1-*2"/)-
/11%- "%-KM*12")1%#-8?- .%,-.4/(- E(2- #$1- 4.'A-(E-(H12/$.,(R"%0-(E- 01()1#23-L3- #$1-L.44- "%- #$1-




>'C210(2- 1#- .46?- 899]_- F1.2'1- 1#- .46?- 899c<- ./- #$1- /.)1- '+1/- $.H1- %(#- L11%- +/1,- #(-
,1)(%/#2.#1-L(#$-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/?-.%,-#$1/1-'+1-'()*1#"#"(%-1EE1'#/6--
U$1- 1M*12")1%#- E(44(R1,- .- /")"4.2- ,1/"0%- #(- #$.#- (E- I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1- 7899]L<6-
P(44(R"%0- '()*(+%,- #2."%"%0- "%- #$1- /.)1- 1%H"2(%)1%#- ./- +/1,- "%- KM*12")1%#- 8?- #$1- *2"/)&
#2."%1,- .%,- L.44&#2."%1,- .%").4/- R121- 1.'$- /*4"#- "%#(- #R(- 1h+.4- 02(+*/- /+'$- #$.#- #$1-
*12E(2).%'1/-(E-1.'$-02(+*-R121-).#'$1,-7/11-P"0+21-`<6-S%1-(E-1.'$-(E-#$1/1-*2"/)&-.%,-L.44&
#2."%1,-02(+*/- #$1%-+%,12R1%#- E+2#$12- #2."%"%0-R"#$- #$1- 4.%,).2A?-L+#- "%- #$1-.L/1%'1-(E- #$1-
01()1#2"'- '+1/- #$.#- R121- *21/1%#- ,+2"%0- '()*(+%,- #2."%"%06- U$1/1- 02(+*/- R121- #2."%1,-
'(%/"/#1%#43- R"#$- #$1"2- *21H"(+/- #2."%"%0- E2()- /#.01- :N- (%- #2".4/- "%- R$"'$- #$1- 4.%,).2A- #$.#-
*21H"(+/43-"%,"'.#1,-#$1-4('.#"(%-(E-#$1-*4.#E(2)-R./-*21/1%#?-#$1-4.%,).2A-'(%#"%+1,-#(-,(-/(?-
R$"41-#$1-*21H"(+/43-+%21"%E(2'1,-4.%,).2A-R./-*21/1%#1,-(%-(#$12-#2".4/-"%-#$1-.L/1%'1-(E-#$1-
*4.#E(2)6- U$1- 21)."%"%0- .%").4/-R121- #2."%1,- /")"4.243?- L+#-R"#$- '(%#"%01%'"1/- 21H12/1,N- #$1-
*21H"(+/43- 21"%E(2'1,- 4.%,).2A- R./- *21/1%#1,- (%- $.4E- #$1- #2".4/- "%- 1M#"%'#"(%?- R$"41- #$1-
*21H"(+/43-+%21"%E(2'1,- 4.%,).2A-R./-.4R.3/-*21/1%#1,-R"#$-#$1-*4.#E(2)-L1%1.#$- "#?- E(2-#$1-











.//('".#"(%- E(2)1,-L1#R11%- 4.%,).2A/-.%,-01()1#236- Y$(+4,-.- 41//- /.4"1%#- 4.%,).2A- E(2)-.-
)+'$-/#2(%012-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%-R"#$-01()1#23-#$.%-.-)(21-/.4"1%#-4.%,).2A?-#$1-
21/+4#/-(E-KM*12")1%#-8-%11,-%(#-L1-1M*4."%1,-L3-.**1.4"%0-#(-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-
'(+%#12.'#"%0- ,"EE121%#".4- (H12/$.,(R"%0- 1EE1'#/?- ./- /+001/#1,- L3- I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1- 789::<6-
!"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-"%-01()1#23-41.2%"%0- ---5+/#1%-1#-.46-789:;<-
- :`-
W%/#1.,?- #$1- /#2(%012- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%- '(+4,- L1- .//+)1,- #(- .44(R- .- /#2(%012-
21*21/1%#.#"(%-(E-#$1-%(%&01()1#2"'-'+1-#(-L1-1H(A1,-E2()-1M*12"1%'1-(E-#$1-01()1#2"'-'+16-W#-
"/- #$"/- /#2(%012- 21*21/1%#.#"(%- (E- #$1- .L/1%#- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1- #$.#- '(+4,- 21/+4#- "%-
*(#1%#".#"(%-(E-01()1#23- 41.2%"%06-Y$(+4,- #$"/-L1- #$1-'./1?- #$1%- 21H.4+.#"(%-(E- #$1- 4.%,).2A-
E(44(R"%0-#2."%"%0-#(-.-'()*(+%,-(E-4.%,).2A-.%,-01()1#23-'+1/-/$(+4,-L1-)(21-*2(%(+%'1,-
"%- #$1-02(+*- #2."%1,-R"#$- #$1- 4.%,).2A- #$.#-*2(,+'1,-021.#12-*(#1%#".#"(%6-D+2"%0- #$1-*(/#&
21H.4+.#"(%-01()1#23- #1/#- "%- #$1-.L/1%'1-(E- #$1- 4.%,).2A- '+1/?- .- /#2(%012-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-
.//('".#"(%-/$(+4,- 21/+4#- "%-.-)(21-/#2(%043-1H(A1,- 21*21/1%#.#"(%-(E- #$1- 4.%,).2A-'+16-U$"/-
21*21/1%#.#"(%-/$(+4,-21,+'1-#$1-,"/'2")"%.#"(%-(E-01()1#23-)(21-#$.%-E(2-#$1-02(+*-#$.#-$.,-
E(2)1,- .- R1.A12- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%- ,+2"%0- '()*(+%,- #2."%"%06- 5/- R1- $.H1-
,1)(%/#2.#1,- #$.#- #$1- 41//- /.4"1%#- *2"/)- 4.%,).2A- *(#1%#".#1/- 01()1#23-)(21- /#2(%043- #$.%-
#$1-)(21-/.4"1%#-L.44-4.%,).2A?-R1-R(+4,-1M*1'#-.-/#2(%012-21H.4+.#"(%-1EE1'#-E(2-#$1-*2"/)?-"E-







UR1%#3- 1M*12")1%#.443- %.pH1- ).41- J"/#12- I((,1,- 2.#/- 7<&00#2( %"$:-6.4#2<- R121- #$1-
/+LV1'#/- "%- #$"/- /#+,3?- E2()-#$1-/.)1-/#('A-./- #$(/1-+/1,- "%-KM*12")1%#/-:-.%,-86-U$13-R121-
,"H",1,- 2.%,()43- "%- #(- #R(-1h+.4- 02(+*/-.#- #$1-L10"%%"%0-(E- #$1-1M*12")1%#?- .%,-R121- 4.#12-
















W))1,".#143- E(44(R"%0- #$1- 01()1#23- 1M#"%'#"(%- #2".4?- 2.#/- "%- 1.'$- 02(+*- 21'1"H1,-
21H.4+.#"(%-#2."%"%0-2141H.%#-#(-#$1-'(%,"#"(%-"%#(-R$"'$-#$13-$.,-L11%-*4.'1,6-P(2-.44-.%").4/-






#2."%"%06- W%- #$1- 21)."%"%0- #R(- #2".4/- #$1- 4.%,).2A- #$.#- ,",- %(#- /"0%.4- #$1- *4.#E(2)g/- 4('.#"(%-
,+2"%0-/#.01-:-#2."%"%0-R./-*21/1%#1,6-W%-#$1/1-#2".4/?-.%").4/-R121-21h+"21,-#(-/R")-"%-#$1-*((4-
E(2- .- ,+2.#"(%- (E- c9- /?- "%- #$1- *21/1%'1- (E- #$1- 4.%,).2A?- L+#- "%- #$1- .L/1%'1- (E- #$1- 1/'.*1-
*4.#E(2)6-U$+/-.%").4/-"%-#$1-ZSf-'(%,"#"(%-1M*12"1%'1,-,"21'#-21"%E(2'1)1%#-(E-#$1-*21H"(+/43-
'(221'#- 4.%,).2A?- .%,- ,"21'#- 1M#"%'#"(%- (E- #$1- *21H"(+/43- "%'(221'#- 4.%,).2A6-C2(+*/- WfZSf&
O.44- .%,- WfZSf&F2"/)-+%,12R1%#- /")"4.2- 21H.4+.#"(%- #21.#)1%#?- L+#- #$1- 21"%E(2'1,- 4.%,).2A-
,+2"%0-/#.01-:-#2."%"%0-R./-%(R-*21/1%#1,-"%-#$1-.L/1%'1-(E-#$1-*4.#E(2)?-.%,-#$1-*21H"(+/43-
"%'(221'#- 4.%,).2A- R./- %(R- *21/1%#1,- R"#$- #$1- *4.#E(2)- L1%1.#$- "#6- U$"/- #21.#)1%#- R./-
"%#1%,1,-#(-21H12/1-/#.01-:-#2."%"%0-210.2,"%0-#$1-4('.#"(%-(E-#$1-*4.#E(2)-R"#$-21/*1'#-#(-#$1-















#2".4- R./- '(%,+'#1,- "%- .%- ",1%#"'.4- ).%%12- ./- #$1- (%1- ,1/'2"L1,- "%- KM*12")1%#- :- .%,- R./-
Session



































21*1.#1,-)1./+21/- 5fSd5- (E- Y1//"(%- M- X1H.4+.#"(%- M- J.%,).2A6- 5%").4/- R121- .44('.#1,- #(-
,"EE121%#- '(%,"#"(%/- L./1,- (%- #$1- 21/+4#/- (E- #$1- /+L/1h+1%#- 01()1#23- 1M#"%'#"(%- #1/#?- /(- "#-
/$(+4,- L1- %(#1,- #$.#- #(- /()1- 1M#1%#- #$1- 21/+4#/- .21- L./1,- (%- .- *(/#&$('- /+L&,"H"/"(%- (E-
.%").4/?-.%,-./- /+'$?- "#-R./-1M*1'#1,- #$121-R(+4,-L1-%(-,"EE121%'1-L1#R11%-'(%,"#"(%/6-U$1-
.%.43/"/-/$(R1,-.-/"0%"E"'.%#-)."%-1EE1'#-(E-/1//"(%?-=7:`?-8`8<-m-]:6:a?-,-n-699:?-R"#$-4.#1%'"1/-
,1'21./"%0-.'2(//- /1//"(%/6- U$121-R121-%(-(#$12- /"0%"E"'.%#-)."%-1EE1'#/-(2- "%#12.'#"(%/?-=/-q-
:6b`?-,/- r- 6:`a6- U$1/1- 21/+4#/- .21- /$(R%- "%- P"0+21-a?- .%,- ")*43- #$.#- .44- 02(+*/?- 210.2,41//-(E-
'(%,"#"(%- (2- '(221'#- 4.%,).2A?- /$(R1,- L(#$- #$1- /.)1- 41H14- .%,- 2.#1- (E- 41.2%"%0- .L(+#- #$1-







>1.%- #")1/- /*1%#- "%- #$1- '(221'#- .%,- "%'(221'#- L./1- '(2%12- [(%1/- ,+2"%0- #$1- E"2/#-
01()1#23- 1M#"%'#"(%- #1/#- .21- /$(R%- "%- P"0+21- ]6- 5- 21*1.#1,- )1./+21/- 5fSd5- 7e(%1- M-
X1H.4+.#"(%-M-J.%,).2A<- /$(R1,-.-/"0%"E"'.%#-)."%-1EE1'#-(E- [(%1?-=7:?-:c<-m-:a6:`?-,-n- 699:?-
R"#$-)(21-#")1-/*1%#-"%-#$1-'(221'#-[(%1-#$.%-#$1-"%'(221'#-[(%16-U$121-R./-.4/(-.-/"0%"E"'.%#-



























)."%-1EE1'#-(E- 4.%,).2A?-=7:?-:c<-m-c6^;?-,- m- 6988?-R"#$-)(21- #")1-L1"%0- /*1%#-1M*4(2"%0- #$1-
01()1#2"'- '+1/- L3- #$(/1- .%").4/- #2."%1,- R"#$- #$1- *2"/)- 4.%,).2A- '(221'#6- U$"/- E"%,"%0-
21*4"'.#1/- KM*12")1%#- 8?- "%- R$"'$- R1- (L/12H1,- *(#1%#".#"(%- (E- 01()1#23- 41.2%"%0- L3- #$1-
*21/1%'1-(E- #$1-*2"/)- 4.%,).2A?-L+#-%(#-R$1%-01()1#23-R./-*."21,-R"#$- #$1-L.44- 4.%,).2A6-
U$121-R121-%(-(#$12- /"0%"E"'.%#-)."%- 1EE1'#/?- .%,-%(- "%#12.'#"(%/- L1#R11%- .%3-(#$12- /1#/- (E-
H.2".L41/?-=/-n-:6-
P(2- #$1- 21H.4+.#"(%- /#.01?- /1//"(%/- '(%/"/#1,- (E- L(#$- 21"%E(2'1,- .%,- %(%&21"%E(2'1,-
#2".4/6-P(2-#$1-21"%E(2'1,-#2".4/?-41.2%"%0-.L(+#-#$1-4.%,).2A-R./-)1./+21,-+/"%0-4.#1%'3-#(-E"%,-















W%- #$1- '2+'".4- *(/#&21H.4+.#"(%- 01()1#23- #1/#?- #$1- .//"0%)1%#- (E- #$1- '(221'#- .%,-
"%'(221'#- [(%1/- '(%E(2)1,- #(- #$.#- (E- /#.01- :- (E- #2."%"%0- 7P"0+21- ::<6- W)*(2#.%#43- E(2- (+2-
Session






































=/7:?- :c<- n- ;6ac?- "%'4+,"%0-%(- #$211&R.3- "%#12.'#"(%- "%H(4H"%0- #$1- 21"%E(2'1,- 4.%,).2A-,+2"%0-







21H12/.4- (E- 4.%,).2A-*21E121%'1- E(2- 02(+*- WfZSf?- .%,- #$1-1EE1'#-R./- 1h+.4- L1#R11%-02(+*/-
WfZSf&O.44-.%,-WfZSf&F2"/)?-#$1-E"%.4-4.%,).2A-#1/#-#2".4-21'(2,1,-#")1-/*1%#-/1.2'$"%0-E(2-#$1-
*4.#E(2)- +%,12%1.#$- 1.'$- (E- #$1- #R(- 4.%,).2A/- 7/11- P"0+21- :8<6- W%- .,,"#"(%?- #$1- #1/#- R./-
"%#1%,1,-#(- "%,"'.#1-#$.#-ZSf&#2."%1,-.%").4/-21#."%1,-#$1- 4.%,).2A-,"/'2")"%.#"(%-#$13-$.,-
41.2%1,- ,+2"%0- /#.01- :- #2."%"%0- .%,- $.,- 21"%E(2'1,- ,+2"%0- #$1- 21H.4+.#"(%- /#.016- 5- 21*1.#1,-
)1./+21/- 5fSd5- 7e(%1- M- X1H.4+.#"(%- M- J.%,).2A<- /$(R1,- .- /"0%"E"'.%#- e(%1- M- X1H.4+.#"(%-
"%#12.'#"(%?-=7:?-:c<-m-:c]?-,- n- 699:6-5%.43/"/-(E- /")*41-)."%-1EE1'#/- /$(R1,- #$.#-R$"4/#-ZSf-





























02(+*/- /*1%#- /"0%"E"'.%#43- )(21- #")1- /1.2'$"%0- E(2- #$1- $",,1%- *4.#E(2)- +%,12%1.#$- #$1-
4.%,).2A-#$.#-R./-'(221'#-,+2"%0-/#.01-:-#2."%"%0?-=7:?-:c<-m-:8`?-,-n-699:?-WfZSf-02(+*/-/*1%#-
/"0%"E"'.%#43-)(21- #")1-/1.2'$"%0-+%,12%1.#$- #$1- 4.%,).2A- #$.#-R./- "%'(221'#-,+2"%0- /#.01-:-
#2."%"%0?- =7:?- :c<- m- b96a?- ,- n- 699:6- 5,,"#"(%.443?- ZSf- 02(+*/- /*1%#- /"0%"E"'.%#43- )(21- #")1-
/1.2'$"%0- +%,12%1.#$- #$1- '(221'#- 4.%,).2A- #$.%- WfZSf- 02(+*/?- =7:?- :c<- m- cb69?- ,- n- 699:?-
R$121./-WfZSf-02(+*/-/*1%#-/"0%"E"'.%#43-)(21-#")1-"%-#$1-*2(M")"#3-(E-#$1-"%'(221'#-4.%,).2A-
#$.%- ZSf- 02(+*/?- =7:?- :c<- m- ];6`?-,- n- 699:6- U$1- "%#12*21#.#"(%- (E- #$"/- "%#12.'#"(%- "/- #$.#- #$1-
21H.4+.#"(%- /#.01- /+''1//E+443- 21H12/1,- #$1- 4.%,).2A- *21E121%'1- #$.#- WfZSf- 02(+*/- /$(+4,-
$.H1-,1H14(*1,-,+2"%0- "%"#".4- #2."%"%0?-R"#$-#$1-*21E121%'1-%(R- "%- E.H(2-(E- #$1- 4.%,).2A-#$.#-
R./-'(221'#-,+2"%0-#$1-21H.4+.#"(%-/#.016-Z(%H12/143?-ZSf-02(+*/-21#."%1,-#$1"2-*21E121%'1-E(2-







- U$1- "%.L"4"#3- (E- #$1- WfZSf&#2."%1,- 02(+*/- #(-,"/'2")"%.#1-L1#R11%- #$1- '(2%12/-(E- #$1-
.21%.- ,+2"%0- #$1- *(/#&21H.4+.#"(%- 01()1#23- #1/#- ")*4"1/- #$.#- #$1"2- *21H"(+/- 01()1#23-
*21E121%'1- $.,- L11%- .L(4"/$1,- ./- .- 21/+4#- (E- #$1- 4.%,).2A- 21H.4+.#"(%- #2."%"%0?- ,1/*"#1- %(-
,"EE121%'1- L1#R11%- WfZSf&- .%,- ZSf&#2."%1,- 02(+*/- "%- #$1"2- 1M*12"1%'1- (E- R$"'$- 01()1#2"'-
'+1/- R121- .//('".#1,- R"#$- #$1- *21/1%'1- (E- #$1- *4.#E(2)- #$2(+0$(+#- #2."%"%06- U$1- ).2A1,-
,"EE121%'1-"%-#$1-L1$.H"(2/-(E-#$1-WfZSf-.%,-ZSf-02(+*/-"/-'(%/"/#1%#-R"#$-.%-.''(+%#-L./1,-
(%-#$1-E(2).#"(%-(E-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-L1#R11%-#$1-01()1#23-.%,-4.%,).2A-'+1/-
,+2"%0- "%"#".4- '()*(+%,- #2."%"%06-5''(2,"%0- #(- #$"/-.''(+%#?- "%- #$1-*(/#&21H.4+.#"(%-01()1#23-



























#1/#- #$1-*21/1%#.#"(%-(E- #$1-'(2%12- #$.#-$.,-'(%#."%1,- #$1-*4.#E(2)-,+2"%0- #2."%"%0-1H(A1,-.-
21*21/1%#.#"(%-(E-#$1-4.%,).2A-R"#$-R$"'$-"#-R./-*."21,-"%-/#.01-:-#2."%"%06-P(2-WfZSf&#2."%1,-
.%").4/-#$"/-1H(A1,-21*21/1%#.#"(%-R./-%(#-'(%/"/#1%#-R"#$-.-21*21/1%#.#"(%-E(2-#$1-*21/1%'1-








'(2%12/- (E- .- #2".%0+4.2- .21%.- .L(H1- 1.'$- (E- R$"'$- R./- /+/*1%,1,- (%1- (E- #R(- ,"/#"%'#"H1-
4.%,).2A/6-W%-KM*12")1%#-:-.-4.%,).2A-#1/#-"%-#$1-.L/1%'1-(E-01()1#2"'-'+1/-1/#.L4"/$1,-#$.#-
#$1- ,"/'2")"%.#"(%- (E- #$1- 4.%,).2A/- R./- )(21- *2(%(+%'1,- E(2- #$(/1- .%").4/- E(2- R$"'$- #$1-
*4.#E(2)-R./-.//('".#1,-R"#$- #$1-L.44- #$.%-R"#$- #$1-*2"/)6-U$"/- E"%,"%0- 41,- #(- #$1- '(%'4+/"(%-
#$.#-#$1-L.44-R./-.-)(21-/.4"1%#-4.%,).2A-#$.%-#$1-*2"/)6-W%-KM*12")1%#-8-2.#/-#2."%1,-#(-4('.#1-
#$1- *4.#E(2)- L1%1.#$- #$1- *2"/)- "%- #$1- /.)1- #2".%0+4.2- *((4- /+L/1h+1%#43- /$(R1,- /+*12"(2-
01()1#23-,"/'2")"%.#"(%-'()*.21,-R"#$-2.#/- "%-.-'(%#2(4-02(+*-E(2-R$"'$- 4.%,).2A/-*2(H",1,-
.)L"0+(+/- "%E(2).#"(%- .L(+#- #$1- 4('.#"(%- (E- #$1- *4.#E(2)?- .%,-R121- #$121E(21- 1M*1'#1,- #(-
41.2%-#$1-*4.#E(2)g/-4('.#"(%-R"#$-21E121%'1-(%43-#(-#$1-01()1#23-(E-#$1-.21%.6-U$1-*21/1%'1-(E-
#$1- L.44- .L(H1- #$1- *4.#E(2)- E(2- .%(#$12- 02(+*- (E- .%").4/- .**1.21,- #(- $.H1- %(- 1EE1'#- (%-
41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- 01()1#236- KM*12")1%#- ;- #1/#1,- #$1- *21/1%'1- (E- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-
.//('".#"(%/-+%,12-#$1-/.)1-#2."%"%0-'(%,"#"(%/-./-KM*12")1%#/-:-.%,-8-.%,-/+001/#1,-#$13-$.,-
E(2)1,-L1#R11%-L(#$-#$1-L.44-.%,-01()1#23-.%,-#$1-*2"/)-.%,-01()1#236-U$1-21/+4#/-*2(H",1-
#$1- E"2/#- 1H",1%'1?- ./- E.2- ./- R1- .21- .R.21?- #$.#- #$1- .**.21%#- "))+%"#3- #(- '+1- '()*1#"#"(%-
L1#R11%-4.%,).2A/-.%,-01()1#23-,1)(%/#2.#1,-14/1R$121-).3-"%-E.'#-L1-#$1-21/+4#-(E-R"#$"%&
'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- .L2(0.#"%0- #$1- (H12/$.,(R"%0- 1EE1'#- #$.#- "/- *21,"'#1,- L3- #$1(2"1/- (E-
.//('".#"H1-41.2%"%06-U$1/1-21/+4#/-E."4-#(-/+**(2#-#$(/1-#$1(2"1/-#$.#-/+**(/1-41.2%"%0-L./1,-(%-
,"/'21#1- 4.%,).2A/- #(- *2(021//- "%,1*1%,1%#43- (E- 41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- 01()1#23- 7Z$1%0?- :]ac_-
D(14412-Q-O+201//?-899a_-!.%0-Q-Y*14A1?-8998?-899;<6--
- S+2- /12"1/- (E- 1M*12")1%#/- "/- 1/*1'".443- *12#"%1%#- #(- #$1- '+221%#- /*.#".4- 41.2%"%0-
4"#12.#+21?- ./- "%- #$1- ).V(2"#3- (E- /#+,"1/- #$.#- $.H1- E."41,- #(- ,1)(%/#2.#1- .%- 1EE1'#- (E- %(%&
01()1#2"'- '+1/- (%- 41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- 01()1#23?- #$1- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+1- R./- .- ,"/'21#1-
4.%,).2A?- *$3/"'.443- .%,- H"/+.443- /1*.2.#1- E2()- #$1- R.44/- #$.#- E(2)1,- #$1- .21%.g/- /$.*1-
7I.3R.2,- 1#- .46?- 899;?- 899^_- >'C210(2- 1#- .46- 899]_- F1.2'1- 1#- .46?- 899:<6- Z$1%0- 7:]ac<- .%,-
C.44"/#14-7:]]9<-*2(*(/1,-#$.#-41.2%"%0-L./1,-(%-01()1#23-R./-")*12H"(+/-#(-41.2%"%0-L./1,-(%-
.%3-(#$12-%(%&01()1#2"'-E1.#+216-I(R1H12?-/()1-#$1(2"1/-(E-/*.#".4-41.2%"%0-.21-)(21-/*1'"E"'?-
*(/#+4.#"%0- #$.#- "#- "/-(%43- 41.2%"%0-L./1,-(%- "%,"H",+.4- 4.%,).2A/- #$.#- E."4/- #(-1%#12- #$1-/.)1-
21*21/1%#.#"(%- ./- 01()1#2"'- '+1/?- .%,- #$+/- 41.2%"%0- L./1,- (%- 01()1#23- *2(021//1/-
"%,1*1%,1%#43-(E-#$1/1-4.%,).2A/6-P(2-1M.)*41?-!.%0-.%,-Y*14A1-78998?-899;<-*2(*(/1,-#$.#-
41.2%"%0-4('.#"(%/-L./1,-(%-"%,"H",+.4-4.%,).2A/-#.A1/-*4.'1-10('1%#2"'.443?-R$"41-.%-.44('1%#2"'-
21*21/1%#.#"(%-(E-01()1#23- "/-%1'1//.23-(%43- E(2- 21(2"1%#.#"(%6-Y")"4.243?-D(14412-.%,-O+201//-




B"%0?- .%,- O+201//- 7899a<- E+2#$12- /+001/#1,- #$.#- L(+%,.23&41.2%"%0- .%,- 4.%,).2A&41.2%"%0-
*2('1//1/-R121-"%,1*1%,1%#-(E-(%1-.%(#$12-L1'.+/1-#$1-%1+2.4-/+L/#2.#1/-E(2- 4.%,).2A&-.%,-
L(+%,.23&41.2%"%0- .21- "%,1*1%,1%#6- W%- 1.'$- (E- #$1/1- './1/?- #$1%?- "#- "/- #(- L1- .//+)1,- #$.#-
41.2%"%0-L./1,-(%-,"/'21#1- 4.%,).2A/-R"44- $.H1-%(- "%E4+1%'1-(%- 41.2%"%0-L./1,-(%- 01()1#236-
Z41.243?- #$1/1- #$1(2"1/-$.H1-,"EE"'+4#3- "%-1M*4."%"%0- #$1- 21'1%#-R(2A-L3-B(/.A"-1#-.46- 7"%-*21//<-
#$.#-,1)(%/#2.#1,-(H12/$.,(R"%0-(E-01()1#23-L3-,"/'21#1-4.%,).2A/?-.%,-#$1-R(2A-*21/1%#1,-
"%-#$1-'+221%#-/#+,3?- "%-R$"'$-#$1- 4.%,).2A-.%,-01()1#23-'+1/-)+/#- "%#12.'#-#(-E(2)-R"#$"%&
'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/6-
- 54#$(+0$-#$1-21/+4#/-.21-%(#-'(%/"/#1%#-R"#$-#$(/1-#$1(2"1/-#$.#-/+**(/1-/*.#".4-41.2%"%0-
#(- $(4,- .- /*1'".4- /#.#+/- "%- 41.2%"%0- .%,-)1)(23?- (#$12- .''(+%#/- .//+)1- %(- /*1'".4- 2(41- E(2-
41.2%"%0-L./1,-(%-01()1#236- P(2-1M.)*41?->"4412-.%,-Y$1##41R(2#$- 7899`<-*2(*(/1,-.- #$1(23-
#$.#-R./-L./1,-(%-#$1-X1/'(24.-.%,-!.0%12-7:]`8<-122(2&'(221'#"(%-#$1(23-R"#$-#$1-.,,"#"(%-(E-
.- *2(L.L"4"#3- 2+41- #(- ,1#12)"%1- #$1- 4"A14"$((,- (E- 1M*12"1%'"%0- *.2#"'+4.2- '+1- '(%#"%01%'"1/6-
54#$(+0$- #$1"2- #$1(23- "/-.L41- #(-1M*4."%- #$1-*21/1%'1-(E-*(#1%#".#"(%-L1#R11%-01()1#2"'-.%,-
%(%&01()1#2"'-'+1/-R"#$"%-.21%./-R"#$-.)L"0+(+/-01()1#2"'-"%E(2).#"(%?-/+'$-./-.-21'#.%041?-
/")+4.#"(%/- (E- #$1"2- )(,14- +/"%0- (+2- %(%&.)L"0+(+/- 01()1#2"'- '+1/- *2(,+'1/- (%43-
(H12/$.,(R"%06- >'C210(2- 1#- .46- 7899]<- *21/1%#1,- /")+4.#"(%/- (E- >"4412- .%,- Y$1##41R(2#$g/-
)(,14-#$.#-.4/(-.**43-#(-(+2-KM*12")1%#-8?-R"#$-.%-(H12/$.,(R"%0-02(+*-'()*.21,-.0."%/#-.-
'(%#2(4- 02(+*-R"#$- #R(- ",1%#"'.4- 4.%,).2A- '+1/-*."21,-R"#$- #$1-01()1#236- U$1/1- /")+4.#"(%/-
/$(R1,- #$.#- #$1-.//('".#"H1- /#21%0#$-(E- #$1-'(221'#-01()1#23- E(2- #$1-'(%#2(4-02(+*- "/-.4R.3/-
$"0$12- #$.%- #$.#-(E- #$1-(H12/$.,(R"%0-02(+*?- #$+/- #$1-)(,14-*21,"'#/-(H12/$.,(R"%0-(E- #$1-
01()1#2"'- '+1- L3- #$1- '(%'+221%#43- #2."%1,- 4.%,).2A- '+16- W%- .,,"#"(%?- #$1- .''(+%#- (E- '+1-
'()*1#"#"(%- *+#- E(2R.2,- L3- >"4412- .%,- Y$1##41R(2#$- '.%%(#- 1M*4"'.#1- #$1- 21/+4#/- (E- (+2-
KM*12")1%#-;6-
- W#- $./- .4/(-L11%-.20+1,- #$.#- #1)*4.#1&).#'$"%0- '.%-1M*4."%- H.2"(+/- ./*1'#/-(E- /*.#".4-




4('.#"(%6- >"%")"["%0- #$1- ,"/'21*.%'3- L1#R11%- #$1- '+221%#&- .%,- 0(.4&H"1R/- /$(+4,- 41.,- #$1-
.%").4-L.'A- #(- #$1-0(.4- 4('.#"(%6-I(R1H12?- .44- .%").4/- "%-KM*12")1%#-8-1M*12"1%'1,-.- /")"4.2-
'$.%01- "%- #$1"2- 1%H"2(%)1%#- L1#R11%- #2."%"%0- .%,- #1/#- '(%,"#"(%/N- .44- 4.%,).2A- '+1/- R121-
21)(H1,6- W#- "/- +%'41.2- $(R- #$"/-R(+4,- '.+/1- *((212- ,"/'2")"%.#"(%- (E- 01()1#23- '+1/- L3- #$1-






"/- #$.#- #$1- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- E(2)1,- L1#R11%- 01()1#23- .%,- 4.%,).2A/- ,+2"%0-
'()*(+%,-#2."%"%0-.EE1'#1,-#$1"2-,"/'2")"%.#"(%-,+2"%0-#$1-#1/#-#2".46-Y+'$-.%-"%#12*21#.#"(%-"/-
*12E1'#43- H.4",?- /"%'1- R1- R(+4,- %(#- 1M*1'#- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- #(- .EE1'#- #$1-
,"/'2")"%.#"(%-(E- 01()1#23- .%,-%(#- #$1-,"/'2")"%.#"(%-(E- 4.%,).2A/6-I(R1H12?- #$1- 21/+4#/- (E-
KM*12")1%#- ;- /$(R- #$.#- #$1- /#21%0#$- (E- #$1- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- ,(1/- %(#- ,"EE12-
!"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-"%-01()1#23-41.2%"%0- ---5+/#1%-1#-.46-789:;<-
- 8b-




U$1- E"%,"%0- #$.#- 21,+'#"(%- (E- #$1- H.4+1- (E- #$1- 4.%,).2A/- "%- KM*12")1%#- ;- .EE1'#1,-
01()1#23-,"/'2")"%.#"(%-#(-#$1-/.)1-1M#1%#-210.2,41//-(E-#$1-",1%#"#3-(E-#$1-4.%,).2A-/+001/#/-
#$.#- #$1-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/- #$.#- E(2)1,-L1#R11%- #$1-L.44- .%,-01()1#23?- .%,- #$1-
*2"/)-.%,-01()1#23?-R121-(E-.%-1h+.4-/#21%0#$6-!1-'.%-"%E12-E2()-#$"/-#$.#-#$1-)1'$.%"/)-L3-
R$"'$-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-.EE1'#-'+1-'()*1#"#"(%-"/-%(#-L./1,-(%-,"EE12"%0-/#21%0#$/-
(E- #$1- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- E(2)1,6- U$121E(21?- R1- .20+1- #$.#- #$1- 21./(%- (+2- 41//-
/.4"1%#- 4.%,).2A- *(#1%#".#1/- 41.2%"%0- .L(+#- 01()1#23?- R$121./- (+2- )(21- /.4"1%#- 4.%,).2A-
)12143- '(+%#12.'#/- (H12/$.,(R"%0?- "/- ,+1- #(- ,"EE12"%0- ,10211/- (E- (H12/$.,(R"%0- '.+/1,- L3-
#$1/1- ,"EE121%#43- /.4"1%#- 4.%,).2A/6- U(01#$12- R"#$- #$1- 21/+4#/- (E- B(/.A"- 1#- .46- 7"%- *21//<- .%,-
I(2%1- .%,- F1.2'1- 789::<?- (+2- 21/+4#/- *2(H",1- .%- 1M*4.%.#"(%- E(2- '+1- "%#12.'#"(%- 1EE1'#/-
(L/12H1,- L1#R11%- 01()1#23- .%,- .%3- %(%&01()1#2"'- '+16- U$1- 214.#"H1- /.4"1%'1/- (E- #$1- '+1/-
,1#12)"%1- L(#$- #$1- ,10211- (E- (H12/$.,(R"%0?- .%,- #$1- 1M#1%#- #(- R$"'$- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-
.//('".#"(%/-'(+%#12.'#-(H12/$.,(R"%06-
5%- 1M*4.%.#"(%- E(2- #$1- 21/+4#/- (E- KM*12")1%#- ;- "%- #12)/- (E- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-
.//('".#"(%/- $.H"%0- #(- (H12'()1- ,"EE121%#- ,10211/- (E- (H12/$.,(R"%0- "/- '(%/"/#1%#- R"#$-
.''(+%#/- (E- R"#$"%&'()*(+%,- .//('".#"(%/- "%- E4.H(2&(,(2- .H12/"(%- '(%,"#"(%"%0?- /+'$- ./- #$.#-
(EE121,- L3- D+24.'$- .%,- X1/'(24.- 7:]a9<6- I(R1H12?- #$121- "/- /()1- ,"/'21*.%'3- L1#R11%- (+2-
*(#1%#".#"(%-21/+4#/-.%,-#$(/1-(E-D+24.'$-.%,-X1/'(24.-"%-#12)/-(E-#$1-214.#"H1-/.4"1%'1/-(E-#$1-
*(#1%#".#"%0- .%,- *(#1%#".#1,- '+1/6-!$"4/#-R1- (L/12H1- *(#1%#".#"(%- (E- 01()1#23- '+1/- L3- #$1-
41./#?- L+#- %(#- #$1- )(/#?- /.4"1%#- 4.%,).2A?- "%- E4.H(2&(,(2- .H12/"(%- '(%,"#"(%"%0- #$1- (**(/"#1-
.**1.2/- #(- L1- #2+16- D+24.'$- .%,- X1/'(24.- /$(R- *(#1%#".#"(%- (E- .H12/"(%- 41.2%"%0- (E- .- 4(R-
/.4"1%'1- (,(2- '+1- H".- '()*(+%,- '(%,"#"(%"%0- R"#$- .- 214.#"H143- $"0$12- /.4"1%'1- E4.H(2- '+16-
D1/*"#1- #$"/- ,"/'21*.%'3?- #$1- (L/12H1,- *(#1%#".#"(%- "/- .''(+%#1,- E(2- "%- .- /")"4.2- ).%%12- #(-
(+2/?-.%,-#$.#-(E-I(2%1-.%,-F1.2'16-U$1/1-.''(+%#/-/+001/#-#$.#-#1/#"%0-"%-#$1-*21/1%'1-(E-#$1-
%(%&21H.4+1,- '+1/- 1H(A1/- 21*21/1%#.#"(%/- (E- #$1- 21H.4+1,?- L+#- .L/1%#?- '+1/?- .%,- "#- "/- #$1/1-
21*21/1%#.#"(%/- #$.#- .EE1'#- ,"/'2")"%.#"(%- (E- #$1- %(%&21H.4+1,- '+1/6- U$"/- .//('".#"H1- '$."%-
.''(+%#- /+**(/1/- #$.#-R$1%- 2.#/- 1M*12"1%'1- #$1- '(221'#- 01()1#2"'- '(2%12- .-)1)(23- E(2- #$1-




(E- #$1- 4.%,).2A- '+1- .4(%1- .'#"H.#1/- #$"/- '(%E"0+2.4- 21*21/1%#.#"(%?- .%,- #$1- '(%E"0+2.#"(%- (E-
01()1#23-.%,-4.%,).2A-'+1/- "/-21H.4+1,6-KM*12"1%'1-(E-#$1-01()1#23-'+1/-.4(%1?-,+2"%0-#1/#?-
.'#"H.#1/-#$"/-'(%E"0+2.4-21*21/1%#.#"(%?-R$"'$-$./-L11%-21H.4+1,?-21/+4#"%0-"%-.%").4/-E."4"%0-#(-
,"/'2")"%.#1- L1#R11%- '(221'#- .%,- "%'(221'#- 01()1#2"'- '+1/- 7E(2- .- ,1#."41,- ,"/'+//"(%?- /11-
DR312?-O+201//?-Q-I(%13?-89:8<6-Z+221%#43-(+2-,.#.-.21-+%.L41-#(-,"EE121%#".#1-L1#R11%-#$1/1-
#R(-)1'$.%"/)/-L3-R$"'$-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-).3-$.H1-.4#121,-L1$.H"(2- #(R.2,/-
01()1#2"'- '+1/6- W#- "/- *(//"L41- #$.#- #$1- .**.21%#- ,"EE121%'1/- L1#R11%- '(%,"#"(%/- +%,12-R$"'$-
R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-E(2)-"%-/*.#".4-.%,-"%-%(%&/*.#".4-41.2%"%0-21E41'#-#$1-,"EE121%'1/-
!"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-"%-01()1#23-41.2%"%0- ---5+/#1%-1#-.46-789:;<-
- 8c-
"%-#$1/1-)1'$.%"/)/6-G%,12/#.%,"%0-#$1-)1'$.%"/)/-L3-R$"'$-R"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-
.EE1'#-L1$.H"(2-"/-#$121E(21-.%-")*(2#.%#-/#1*-"%-,1#12)"%"%0-R$1#$12-#$1-2+41/-#$.#-0(H12%--
/*.#".4-41.2%"%0-.21-+%"h+16-
!"#$"%&'()*(+%,-.//('".#"(%/-"%-01()1#23-41.2%"%0- ---5+/#1%-1#-.46-789:;<-
- 8`-
-
?03040%'0/-
Z$.)"[(?-d6-D6-7899;<6-5'h+"/"#"(%-(E-A%(R41,01-.L(+#-/*.#".4-4('.#"(%N-.//1//"%0-#$1-01%12.4"#3-
(E-#$1-)1'$.%"/)-(E-41.2%"%06->#&$0-$'3(!"#$%&'(")(*+,-$./-%0&'(12345"'"63;(?@;-:98&::;6-
Z$1%0?-B6-7:]ac<6-5-*+2143-01()1#2"'-)(,+41-"%-#$1-2.#t/-/*.#".4-21*21/1%#.#"(%6-A"6%.0."%?-BC?-
:^]&:`a6-
Z$1+%0?-56?-Y#s2[4?-!6-Y6?-e1"4?-=6?-Q-Z$1%0?-B6-7899a<6-U$1-"%E(2).#"(%-'(%#1%#-(E-*.%(2.)"'-
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